Sequential recommender systems seek to exploit the order of users' interactions, in order to predict their next action based on the context of what they have done recently. Traditionally, Markov Chains (MCs), and more recently Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Self Attention (SA) have proliferated due to their ability to capture the dynamics of sequential patterns. However a simplifying assumption made by most of these models is to regard interaction histories as ordered sequences, without regard for the time intervals between each interaction (i.e., they model the time-order but not the actual timestamp). In this paper, we seek to explicitly model the timestamps of interactions within a sequential modeling framework to explore the influence of different time intervals on next item prediction. We propose TiSASRec (Time Interval aware Self-attention based sequential recommendation), which models both the absolute positions of items as well as the time intervals between them in a sequence. Extensive empirical studies show the features of TiSASRec under different settings and compare the performance of self-attention with different positional encodings. Furthermore, experimental results show that our method outperforms various state-of-the-art sequential models on both sparse and dense datasets and different evaluation metrics.
: Given the same item sequence with different time intervals, our model will yield a different prediction for the next item.
two important lines of work that seek to mine users' interaction histories: temporal recommendation and sequential recommendation. Temporal recommendation [17, 29, 31, 35] focuses on modeling absolute timestamps to capture the temporal dynamics of users and items. For example, the popularity of an item might change during different time slots, or users' average ratings might increase or decrease over time. These models are useful when exploring the temporal changes in datasets. Instead of sequential patterns, they consider temporal patterns which are dependent on the time.
Most previous sequential recommenders sort items by interaction timestamps, and focus on sequential pattern mining to predict the next item likely to be interacted with. One typical solution is Markov Chain based approaches [7, 8, 21] , where an L-order Markov chain makes recommendations based on the L previous actions. Markov Chain based approaches have been successfully adopted to capture short-term item transitions for recommendation [14] . They perform well in high-sparsity settings by making strong simplifying assumptions but may fail to capture the intricate dynamics in more complex scenarios. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [11, 12] have also been applied in this setting. While RNN models have long 'memory' across users' preferences, they require large amounts of data (and especially dense data) before they can outperform simpler baselines. To tackle the shortcomings of Markov Chain models and RNN-based models, inspired by Transformer [26] for machine translation, [14] propose to apply self-attention mechanisms to sequential recommendation problems. Self-attention based models significantly outperform state-of-the-art MC/CNN/RNNbased sequential recommendation methods.
Generally, previous sequential recommenders discard timestamps and preserve only the order of items, that is, these methods (implictly) assume that all adjacent items in a sequence have the same time intervals. The factors that influence the next items are only the position and identity of the previous items. However, intuitively, items with more recent timestamps will have more influence on the next item. For instance, two users have the same interaction sequence but one of the users produced these interactions within one day, while another user completed these interactions in one month, therefore, the interactions of the two users should have different impact on the next items even if they have the same sequential position. However, previous sequential recommendation techniques view the two situations as the same because they only consider the sequential position.
In this paper, we argue that user interaction sequences should be modeled as a sequence with different time intervals. Figure 2 indicates that the interaction sequence has different time intervals, some of which might be large. Previous work omitted these intervals and their influence on the predicted item. To address these above limitations, inspired by Self-Attention with Relative Position Representations [22] , we propose a time-aware self-attention mechanism. This model not only considers the absolute positions of items like SASRec [14] , but the relative time intervals between any two items. From our experiments, we observe that our model outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms on both dense and sparse datasets. Finally, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose to view user's interactions history as a sequence with different time intervals, and model different time intervals as relations between any two interactions. • We combine the advantages of absolute position and relative time interval encodings for self-attention and design a novel time interval aware self-attention mechanism to learn the weight of different items, absolute positions and time intervals to predict future items. • We conduct thorough experiments to study the impact of absolute positions and relative time intervals and different components on the performance of TiSASRec, and show that it outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in terms of two ranking metrics.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Sequential Recommendation
Sequential recommender systems mine patterns in user interaction sequences. Some capture item-item transition matrices to predict the next item. For instance, FPMC [21] models long-term preferences and dynamic transitions of users via matrix factorization and a transition matrix. The transition matrix is a first-order Markov Chain (MC) which only considers the relation between the current and the previous item. Fossil [8] uses similarity-based methods and high-order Markov Chains which assumes that the next item is related to several previous items and [7] demonstrated that the high-order MC based models have strong performance on sparse datasets. CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) based methods [24, 25] have also been proposed to consider several previous items as an 'image' and mine transitions between items via a CNN at a union-level. MARank [34] unifies both individual-and union-level previous item transitions by combining the residual network and multi-order attention. SHAN [33] models the previous several items and a long history of a user via a two-layer attention mechanism to obtain the short-and long-term preferences of a user. RNNs (Recurrent Neural Network) based models like [3, 12, 13, 18 ] use RNNs to model entire user sequences. These methods perform well on dense datasets, but generally exhibit poor performance on sparse datasets.
Attention Mechanisms
Attention mechanisms have been shown to be effective in various tasks such as image captioning [32] and machine translation [2] . Essentially the idea behind attention mechanisms is that outputs depend on specific parts of an input that are relevant. Such mechanisms can calculate weights of inputs and make models more interpretable. Recently, attention mechanisms have been incorporated into recommender systems [5, 28, 30] . A purely attention-based sequence-to-sequence method, Transformer [26] , achieved stateof-the-art performance on machine translation tasks. Transformer uses the scaled dot-product attention which is defined as:
where Q, K, V represent queries, keys and values respectively. In self-attention, the three inputs usually use the same object. The self-attention modules of Transformer have also been used in recommender systems [14] and achieved state-of-the-art results on sequential recommendation. Since the self-attention model doesn't include any recurrent or convolutional module, it is not aware of the positions of previous items. One solution is to add positional encodings to the inputs, which can be a deterministic function or learnable positional embedding [23, 26] . Another solution uses relative position representations [4, 22] . They model the relative positions between two input elements as pairwise relationships. Inspired by self-attention with relative positions, we combine the absolute positions and relative positions to design time-aware selfattention which models items' positions and time intervals.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first formulate our next item recommendation problem and then describe our approaches to obtain time intervals and components of TiSASRec, which includes personalized time interval processing, an embedding layer, time-aware self-attention blocks, and a prediction layer. We embed items, their absolute positions, and relative time intervals. The attention weights are calculated by these embeddings. As shown in Figure 1 , our model will have different predicted items given different time intervals even if several previous items are the same. To learn the parameters, we employ a binary cross entropy loss as our objective function. The goal of TiSASRec is to capture sequence patterns and explore influence of time intervals on the sequential recommendation which is an unexplored area.
Problem Formulation
Let U and I represent the user and item set respectively. In the setting of time-aware sequential recommendation, for each user u ∈ U , we are given the user's action sequence, which is denoted
corresponding to the action sequence. During the training process, at time step t, the model predicts the next item depending on the previous t items and the time intervals r u i j between item i and j. Our model's input is (S u 1 , S u 2 , . . . , S u |S u |−1 ) and time intervals R u between any two items in the sequence, where R u ∈ N (|S u |−1)×(|S u |−1) . Our desired output is the next item at every time:
Personalized Time Intervals
We transform the training sequence
where n represents the maximum length that we consider. If the sequence length is greater than n, we only consider the most recent n actions. If the sequence length is less than n, we add padding items to the left until the length is n. Similarly for the time sequence
, we also consider a fixed-length time sequence t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ). If the time sequence length is less than n, we pad it with the first time stamp T u s 1 where s 1 is not a padded item. Otherwise, we only consider the first n time stamps.
We model time intervals in an interaction sequence as the relation between two items. Some users have more frequent interactions while others do not and we are only concerned about the relative length of time intervals in one user sequence. Hence, for all time intervals, we divide by the shortest time interval (other than 0) in a user sequence to get the personalized intervals. Specifically, giving the fixed-length time sequence t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) of user u, the time intervals of two items i and j is |t i − t j | and the time interval set (except for 0) of user u is R u . We denote the minimum time interval of a user as r u min = min(R u ). The scaled time intervals
where r u i j ∈ N. Hence, the relation matrix M u ∈ N n×n of user u is:
The maximum relative time interval between two items we consider is clipped to k. We hypothesize that precise relative time intervals are not useful beyond a certain threshold. Clipping the maximum intervals also avoids sparse relation encodings and enables the model to generalize to time intervals not seen during training. Hence, the clipped matrix is M u clipped = clip(M u ), where the clip operation of the matrix applies to every element r u i j = min(k, r u i j ).
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Embedding Layer
We create an embedding matrix M I ∈ R |I |×d for items, where d is the latent dimension. A constant zero vector 0 is used as the embedding for the padding items. The embedding look-up operation retrieves the previous n items' embeddings, and stacks them together resulting in a matrix E I ∈ R n×d :
Following [22] , we use two distinct learnable positional embedding matrices M P K ∈ R n×d , M P V ∈ R n×d for keys and values in the self-attention mechanism respectively. This method is more suitable for use in the self-attention mechanism without requiring additional linear transformations [22] . After retrieval, we get the embedding E P K ∈ R n×d and E P V ∈ R n×d :
Similar to the positional embedding, relative time interval embedding matrices are M R K ∈ R k ×d , M R V ∈ R k ×d for keys and values in self-attention. After retrieving the clipped relation matrix M u cl ipped , we get the embedding matrix E R K ∈ R n×n×d and E R V ∈ R n×n×d :
The two relative time interval embeddings are symmetric matrices, and elements on the main diagonal are all zeros.
Time Interval-Aware Self-Attention
Inspired by relative position self-attention mechanisms [4, 22] , we propose an extension to self-attention to consider the different time intervals between two items in a sequence. However, only considering the time intervals is not enough, because the user interaction sequence might have many instances with the same timestamp. Under this condition, the model would become selfattention without any position or relation information. So, we also consider the position of items in a sequence.
Time Interval-Aware Self-attention Layer: For each input
Each output element, z i , is computed as a weighted sum of linearly transformed input elements and the relation/position embeddings:
where W V ∈ R d×d is input projection for value.
Each weight coefficient α i j is computed using a softmax function:
And e i j is computed using a compatibility function that considers inputs, relations and positions:
where W Q ∈ R d×d , W K ∈ R d×d are input projections for a query and key respectively. The scale factor √ d is used to avoid large values of the inner product, especially when the dimension is high.
Causality: Due to the nature of sequences, the model should only consider the first t items when predicting the (t + 1) st item. However, the t-th output of the time-aware self-attention layer contains all input information. Hence, as in [14] , we modify the attention by forbidding all links between Q i and K
Though our time interval aware attention layer is able to incorporate all previous items, absolute position, and relative time information with adaptive weights, it does so via a linear combination. After each time-aware attention layer, we apply two linear transformations with a ReLU activation in between, which could endow non-linearity to the model:
While the linear transformations are the same across different items, they use different parameters from layer to layer. As discussed in [14] , after stacking the self-attention layers and feed-forward layers, more problems will emerge including overfitting, unstable training processes (e.g. vanishing gradients), and requiring more training time. Like [26] and [14] , we also adopt layer normalization, residual connections and dropout regularization techniques to solve these problems:
Layer normalization is used to normalize the inputs across features (i.e., zero-mean and unit-variance). According to [1] , this can stabilize and accelerate neural network training. Assume x is a vector containing all features of the sample, layer normalization is defined as:
where ⊙ is an element-wise product, µ and σ are the mean and variance of x, α and β are learned scaling factors and bias terms.
Prediction layer
After stacked self-attention blocks, we get the combined representation of items, positions and time intervals. To predict the next item, we employ a latent factor model to compute users' preference score of item i as follows:
where M I i ∈ R d is the embedding of item i and Z t is the representation given the first t items (i.e., s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s t ) and their time intervals (i.e., r u 1(t +1) , r u 2(t +1) , . . . , r u t (t +1) ) between the (t + 1)th item.
Model Inference
Recall that we convert item sequences (S u 1 , S u 2 , . . . , S u |S u |−1 ) and time sequence T u = (T u 1 ,T u 2 , . . . ,T u |T u |−1 ) to a fixed length sequence s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) and t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) respectively. We define o = (o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o n ) as the expected output given a time and item sequence. Element o i of o is:
where < pad > denotes a padding item. Because user interactions are implicit data, we cannot directly optimize the preference score R i,t . The goal of our model is to provide a ranked item list. Hence, we adopt negative sampling to optimize the ranking of items. For each expected positive output o i , we sample one negative item o ′ i S u to generate a set of pairwise preference orders D = {(S u ,T u , o, o ′ )}. We transform model output scores into the range (0, 1) by a sigmoid function σ (x) = 1/(1 + e −x ) and adopt binary cross entropy as the loss function:
is the set of embedding matrices, || · || F denotes the Frobenius norm, λ is the regularization parameter. Note that we mask the loss of the padding item.
The proposed model is optimized by the Adam optimizer [15] . Since each training sample D = {(S u ,T u , o, o ′ )} could be constructed independently, we apply mini-batch SGD to speed up the training efficiency.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we introduce our experimental setup and present our empirical results. Our experiments are designed to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Can our proposed method outperform state-of-the-art baselines for sequential recommendation tasks?
RQ2: Which of absolute positions or relative time intervals is more important for sequential recommendation?
RQ3: How do the parameters affect model performance, such as the number of dimensions, the maximum length of sequences and the maximum time intervals we consider?
RQ4: Are personalized time intervals useful in this model?
Datasets
We evaluate our methods on six datasets from three real world platforms. These datasets have different domains, size and sparsity, and all are publicly available:
• MovieLens: A widely used benchmark dataset for evaluating collaborative filtering algorithms. We use the version (MovieLens-1M) that includes 1 million user ratings. • Amazon: A series of datasets introduced in [9, 19] , comprising large corpora of product reviews crawled from Amazon.com. We consider four categories, 'CDs and Vinyl', 'Movies and TV', 'Beauty' and 'Video Games'. This dataset is highly sparse. and includes information like users' play hours, media score, and developer.
All of these datasets contain the timestamps or specific date of interactions. To preprocess we follow the procedure from [7, 14, 21] . For all datasets, we treat the presence of a review or rating as implicit feedback (i.e., the user interacted with the item) and order the items by timestamps. For all users we subtract the smallest timestamp in their own sequence to let timestamps start from zero. We filter out cold-start users and items with fewer than 5 actions. Following [14] , we use the most recent item for testing, the second recent item for validation and the remaining items for training. Dataset statistics are shown in Table 2 . MovieLens-1m is the most dense dataset which has the longest average actions and the least users and items. Amazon Beauty and Games have the fewest actions per user.
Evaluation Metrics
We adopt two common Top-N metrics, Hit Rate@10 and NDCG@10, to evaluate recommendation performance [10] . Hit@10 counts the rates of the ground-truth items among the top 10 items. NDCG@10 considers the position and assigns higher weights to higher positions. Following [16] , for each user u, we randomly sample 100 negative items, and rank these items with the ground-truth item. We calculate Hit@10 and NDCG@10 based on the rankings of these 101 items. 
Compared Methods
We compare TiSASRec with the following methods. These methods include classic general recommendation (e.g. POP, BPR) without considering sequential patterns, first-order Markov Chain-based methods (e.g. FPMC, TransRec) and Neural Network (NN) based methods (e.g. GRU4Rec+, Caser, MARank).
• POP. All items are ranked by their popularity in all users' training sets, and the popularity is calculated by counting the number of actions. • BPR [20] . Bayesian personalized ranking is a classic method for general item recommendation. Matrix factorization is used as the recommender. • FPMC [21] . This method combines matrix factorization and first-order Markov Chains, which capture long-term preferences and dynamic transitions respectively. • TransRec [7] . This method models each user as a tanslation vector from item to item. It is a first-order method to capture transitions. • GRU4Rec+ [11] . Models user action sequences for sessionbased recommendation. Compared with GRU4Rec, GRU4Rec+ adopts a different loss function and sampling strategy that shows significant improvement on GRU4Rec. • Caser [24] . Embeds a sequence of recent items into an 'image' in the time and latent spaces. This method can capture high-order Markov chains considering the L most recent items. • MARank [34] . A state-of-the-art model that was proposed recently. This method considers the most recent items and applies multi-order attention to capture individual-and unionlevel item dependency. SASRec [14] can be viewed as a method which only considers the absolute position and will be discussed and compared with our model in Section 4.6. Other sequential recommendation methods (e.g. PRME [6] , HRM [27] , Fossil [8] , GRU4Rec [12] ) have been outperformed by the baselines above, so we omit comparison against them.
For fair comparison, we implement BPR, FPMC, TransRec using Tensorflow with an Adam optimizer. For GRU4Rec+, Caser, MARank, we use code provided by the authors. We search latent dimensions in {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, regularization hyperparameters in {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1} and learning rate in {0.1, 10 −2 , . . . , 10 −4 }. For all other parameters, we use the default settings according to the respective papers. We tune hyper-parameters using the validation set, and terminate training if validation performance doesn't improve for 20 epochs.
Implementation Details
We implement TiSASRec with tensorflow and fine-tune hyperparameters on our validation set. We use two time interval aware selfattention layers, and learned positional and interval embeddings and shared item embeddings in the embedding layer and prediction layer. The learning rate is 0.001, batch size is 128, dropout rate is 0.2 for all datasets. The rest of our parameter settings are shown in Table 3 . All experiments are conducted with a single GTX-1080 Ti GPU. Table 4 shows the recommendation performance of all methods on the six datasets (RQ1). Among the baseline methods, MARank [34] has state-of-the-art performance compared with other baselines. MARank can capture individual-level, union-level user interactions and tackle sparse datasets well. For dense datasets, neural network based methods (i.e., GRU4Rec+, Caser) have obviously better performance than Markov chain-based methods because these methods have stronger ability to capture long-term sequential patterns which is important for dense datasets. Since Markov chain-based methods (i.e., FPMC, TransRec) focus on dynamic transition of items, they perform better on sparse datasets.
Recommendation Performance
TiSASRec improves over the best baseline methods on all dense and sparse datasets with respect to the two metrics. On the one hand, our model takes advantage of the attention mechanism which can adapt weights according to different items, absolute positions and time intervals, while the former models only consider the first two. On the other hand, TiSASRec takes advantage of the attention mechanism, as discussed in [14] , it can adaptively attend on items within different ranges on different datasets. We will discuss the effect of relative time intervals in Section 4.6.
Relative Time Intervals
Given our motivation for comparing the performance of models which only have absolute positions or relative time intervals, we modify Eqs. 15 and 16 to let TiSASRec only consider the relative time intervals and not consider absolute positions. We modify Eq. 15 as:
and modify Eq. 16 as:
We remove the absolute position term in the two equations to obtain a new model. We denote this model as TiSASRec-R. We view SASRec [14] as a self-attention method which only considers the absolute position (RQ2). We compare SASRec, TiSASRec-R and TiSASRec by applying them on the six datasets discussed above.
For fair comparison, we use the same maximum sequence length for SASRec as shown in Table 3 . Results are shown in Table 5 . TiSASRec-R has better performance than SASRec on the Movie-Lens, CDs&Vinyl and Beauty datasets, but not for the other three. Overall, using only relative time intervals will have similar performance. The main reasons that restrict the performance of TiSASRec-R is that there are many identical timestamps in a user sequence (some have only a single timestamp). Under this situation, TiSASRec-R will degrade to self-attention without any positional information. To alleviate this problem, we combine relative time intervals with absolute positions. This way, TiSASRec incorporates richer item relations to compute attention weights.
Influence of Hyper-parameters
Influence of Latent Dimensionality d. Figure 4 shows NDCG for dimensionality d from 10 to 50 while keeping the other optimal Table 6 : Comparison of three timestamp processing methods (NDCG@10).
Dataset
Method (1) Influence of maximum sequence length n. Figure 5 shows the NDCG for maximum length n from 10 to 50 while keeping other optimal hyperparameters unchanged. Performance improves when considering longer sequences and eventually begins to converge. SASRec converges earlier than TiSASRec.
Influence of maximum time intervals k considered. Figure 6 shows the NDCG of TiSASRec and TiSASRec-R. We choose time intervals {1, 64, 256, 1024, 2048} for the 'MovieLens' dataset and {1, 16, 64, 256, 512} for 'Amazon CDs & Vinyl'. We can see that TiSASRec has more stable performance under different maximum intervals. TiSASRec-R achieves its best performance when k is chosen properly and gets worse for larger k. Larger k means more parameters need to be trained.
Personalized time intervals
In this section, we explore different processing methods of timestamps. We will discuss three kinds of methods:
(1) Directly use timestamps as the features. We will subtract the minimum timestamps in the dataset to let all timestamps start from 0. (2) Using unscaled time intervals. For every user, we subtract the minimum timestamps in the sequence to let users' timestamps start from 0. (3) Using personalized time intervals. For every time interval of a user, these intervals are divided by the smallest intervals as stated in Section 3.4. Table 6 presents the results of different timetamps processing methods. Please note that we don't clip timestamps in the first two methods. We highlight the highest NDCG with boldface. Method (3) (i.e. Personalized time intervals) achieves the best performance in the first three datasets.
Visualization
We use TiSASRec to predict the next item a user might interact with. We then set all time intervals to be the same to get another prediction. As shown in Figure 7 , time intervals influence on prediction results. Figure 8 shows four heatmaps of average attention weights on the first 256 time intervals. Note that when we calculate the average weight, the denominator is the number of valid weights, so as to avoid the influence of padding items in short sequences. From the four heatmaps, we make the following conclusion:
(1) Small time intervals usually have larger weights than big intervals which means more recent items have more impact on the next items predictions. (2) Dense datasets (e.g. MovieLens) need larger scope of items than sparse datasets (e.g. CDs&Vinyl), as there's a larger green region on the left of MovieLens heatmap, and a yellow region on the right. doesn't have obvious sequential patterns. This explains that why several sequential methods perform poorly on this dataset.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a time interval aware self-attention model for sequential recommendation (TiSASRec). TiSASRec models the relative time intervals and absolute positions among items to predict future interactions. Extensive experiments on both sparse and dense datasets show that our model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines. We also explore various features of this model. We demonstrated the influence of relative time intervals on next item prediction tasks.
